WHO WE ARE
Sonrisa was founded by independent Hungarian IT professionals ten years ago. We are still what we
are: a diverse community of smart and passionate individuals. Our mission is to make a positive impact
on the world by delivering real business value to our customers. We are dedicated to the art of
software delivery by keeping it lightweight and agile and utilizing the full power of open source and
state of the art technologies. We are proud that we consistently deliver scalable and reliable systems.
We implement game changing applications for clients all around the Globe reaching millions of users
all together.

LOOKING FOR GREAT TALENTS
WHO YOU ARE
As a Senior Software Developer, you'll be instrumental in the design and delivery of mission critical
and complex custom-designed, business applications that use a wide range of the latest technologies.
We're seeking talented and passionate people with a creative approach to problem-solving. You will
be working on projects in a team of 5-8. You will be responsible for the OO design and implementation
of large-scale custom-designed distributed systems.

AS A SENIOR JAVA DEVELOPER
YOUR EXPERIENCE
Software development and delivery with Java.
Advanced knowledge of enterprise Java (Spring and/or JEE).
Advanced knowledge of OR frameworks (e.g. Hibernate,
EclipseLink).
Strong understanding of application servers (e.g. Apache Tomcat,
Jetty, Oracle WebLogic).
Good understanding of devops tools (e.g. Git, Maven, Nexus,
Jenkins, Sonar).
Working with containerization and cloud technologies (e.g. VMware,
KVM, AWS, Docker).
Expert understanding of OO principles and design patterns.
Working with various database technologies (RDBMS, graph
databases, document databases, time series databases).
Knowledge of application integration technologies (web services,
messaging, EI patterns).
Understanding the principles of UI ergonomics and UX best
practices.
Working with Angular or other JavaScript frameworks.
Working experience with REST.
Knowledge of Apache Spark is a plus.
Experience in machine learning is a plus.

YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO SONRISA
Work in an agile development team to build enterprise and high-scale applications.
Become a mentor and role model for less experienced developers.
Employ Agile development including task estimation, test automation, deployment
automation and Continuous Integration to improve overall execution speed and product
quality.
Understand the importance of code review and refactoring.
Work on international projects.
Be a game changer in our development teams.
Think through hard problems and work with brilliant people to make client ideas a reality.
Have a passion for writing clean, object oriented code.

LOCATIONS
Choose the best for you:
Budapest site: 1022 Budapest, Bég u. 3-5.
Szeged site: 6726 Szeged, Jankovich u. 14.

SMILE, YOU'VE FOUND US.
HOW TO APPLY
Are you interested in this role? Please send your professional CV to hr@sonrisa.hu
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